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Allegretto

Ev-ry jol-l-y Jack or Joe, Looking for a place to
go, Always seems to find our door; Ev-ry merry
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SONG OF THE SEA.

Words by ARTHUR WIMPERIS

Music by EDUARD KUNNEKE.

All around the
When we sight the

Seven Seas (Whistle for the wind, lords, to find her)
prize, my sons, (Listen to the surf break in thunder)

Homeward bound we'll find a breeze Till she has a
Load and ram and serve your guns Till the very
white wake behind her. Green seas or blue.
skies burst a-sunder! Grape-shot and pike.

breaking away Let-ting her thro... bidding her

Open the ball! Force her to strike, Conquer or

stay, Break in foam on the long beat
fall! That's the word that our fa thers

home... As she sings to the music of the spray! heard... And you know how they answered to the call!
REFRAIN

That is the Song of the Sea,
That's the call we obey,
Bred and born to be free,

Sailor men gallant and gay;
Defend her,

for our flag is above her!
Her splendour is our own and we
love her! From far and from wide as we ride on the tide. You are sung with pride, Song of the Sea!

That is the Song of the Sea, That's the call we o-

-bey, Bred and born to be free,
Sailor men, gallant and gay:

Defend her,

...for our flag is above her!

Her splendour is our own and we love her!

From far and from wide as we ride on the tide,

You are sung with pride, Song of the Seal...
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